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Who is K6UFO? 

Operates station on Vashon Island, WA.  

• Licensed since 1971.  
• Has operated radio from five countries. 
• Has contacted every radio country. 
• Has won the “National Championship”  
       ARRL Sweepstakes, Morse code & voice. 
• Still having fun … 

Alien from San Francisco, CA. 



Amateur Radio is a valuable activity: 

Promote technical learning,  
skills and advancement of  
the radio art. 

Emergency  
Communications 

Promote International Goodwill 
 



AND… it can also be FUN! 

Talking via Satellites 

Summits On The Air (SOTA) 

Field Day 



…and more FUN! 

Talking to other countries 



…and more FUN! 

Building  
equipment 

Building  
antennas 



…and more FUN! 

On-the-air Contests 

Awards 



So, find an aspect of Amateur Radio that sounds 
interesting, or fun, or challenging - and try it for 

awhile. There is lots of information available on the 
internet, in books and from other Hams. 

 
  

…if you stop enjoying it, take a break or 
try something else. 



Remember I showed you: 

Talking via Satellites 

Summits On The Air (SOTA) 

Field Day 



MTN, Inc.  
“Talking to the Space Station” 



Thank you MTN 
for providing a “inspiring” view  

of Amateur Radio! 
 

I had a “Sam calling the Space Station” 
moment when I was a youngster,  

back in 1983… 



Astronaut Owen Garriot was a ham, W5LFL.  
He wanted to be the first to operate Amateur Radio  

from the Space Shuttle. 
 

Remember, this was 1983! 



With the help of NASA, Motorola and others, a 
handheld 2 meter FM radio and a “window” 

antenna were prepared and “space-qualified.” 
 

The plan: during some of his 
“free-time” he would operate 

on the 2 meter band.  
 

Some contacts were pre-
arranged (King Hussein of 

Jordan, some student 
classrooms) but for everyone 
else, it would be a “Pileup!” 



Using 2 meter FM only the one LOUDEST station 
would get through due to the FM “capture effect.”  

So how to be the LOUDEST? 

We learned how to plot orbits 
of the Space Shuttle. When he 
was coming in toward the USA 

from the Pacific Ocean we 
would have a good “first shot” 

at him.  

We had 2 meter FM mobile radio and a 100 watt 
amplifier. Now we needed a good antenna… 



Not good enough… 



Still not good enough… 



OK, Maybe good enough! 



Radio Astronomy dish run by SRI International for the 
Physics Department of Stanford University. 150 ft diameter 
with estimated gain of 36 dBi. So our 100 watts provided an 

Effective Radiated Power of 242 Kilowatts!  

Problem: The Space Shuttle moves 
across the sky faster than “The Big 
Dish” can move. We would have to 
start early, “lead” the shuttle, let it 
pass by our antenna pattern, and 

hope the timing worked.  

Here is the recording made by Owen Garriot  
W5LFL on the space shuttle… 



That’s my friend Scotty  W7SW  reading 
our call signs as fast as he can.  

What W5LFL heard on the space shuttle… 

My call sign at the time was NT6G. 
W6YX was the Stanford Radio Club. 

AJ6L was a big “Moonbounce” operator 
at the time in So. Calif., who worked at 
French company Arianespace. 



And I got the QSL card to confirm it! 



Speaking of “Moonbounce,” yes, you can talk to other 
stations by bouncing your signals off the moon!   

Can be accomplished by a “good" station on 2 
meters or 440 MHz, using a WSJT mode, with 100 
watts or more to a 9 to 14 element antenna (about 
14 feet long). Here's a 9 element antenna at K4MSG.  
This setup would also be great for bouncing signals 
off meteors, and other VHF activities.  

    Several dozen Amateur Radio  
signals from off the moon and 
received at KP4AO at Arecibo 

Observatory, Puerto Rico.  
(Yes, its another “Pileup!”) 



But enough about the VHF bands: 2m and 440 MHz... 
What about the “HF Bands?”  

If you upgrade from Technician to General (a little study and a multiple 
choice exam) you expand where you can operate on the HF Bands, 
many new activities become available  and signals often travel around 
the world! A popular activity is working 

“DX” or "distant countries.“ 
Eventually, you'll be looking for 
the rare ones like Clipperton 
Island. They try it to make it as 
"easy" as possible to find them, 
to confirm if they've got you in 
their logbook, and to get a 
confirmation by postcard, a 
"QSL Card", or in the electronic 
database at Logbook of the 
World (LoTW). 





I mentioned “Power” back there … 
“an Effective Radiated Power of 242 Kilowatts” 

 
I became interested in how much, 

or how little power was needed 
to make radio contacts. 

HIGH Power 
up to 1,500 watts  

LOW Power  
up to 100 watts 

QRP 
up to 5 watts 



How MUCH Power? 

• Total Energy Output of the Sun   10^26 W 

• Nuclear reactor  1 Gigawatt  = 10^9 W 

• Shortwave Broadcast   1 Megawatt = 10^6 W 

• AM/FM radio Broadcast    50,000 W 

• Digital TV Broadcast  10,000 W  

• Amateur Radio  1,500 W 

• Microwave oven  1,000 W @ 2.45 GHz 



How little Power? 
 

• Amateur Radio 1,500 W – 100 W – 5 W 
• Christmas tree bulb  7 W – 5 W 
• CB Radio  4 W 
• LED Flashlight  3 W – 1W 
• Cell phone  2 W - 0.002 Watt  
• WiFi transmitter 100 milliwatt – 0.1 mW 
• Equivalent light output of a Firefly  1 mW 
 



I started to figure out:  
How to make low power work… 

The simple answer was … 



 

 



 It turns out the limiting factor is not your 
power, but the “Propagation” 

i.e., whether the band is “open.” 

 

 

Ionosphere: Signals refracting from the ionosphere experience from minimal loss 
(essentially path loss) to total loss (beyond MUF) or total absorption (daytime D layer). 

Just Kidding! 
 



  

K6TU.NET 

We now have elaborate computer models of 
Propagation and whether the band is “open.” 



So at the right time, on the right band, 
with a good antenna – you can make 

contacts with very little power. 
 

 Efficient 

 Low Loss 

 High up 

 Well matched 

• Heres’ what I use at NN7SS 
in Washington. 



It took me 16 years (1971 – 1987) to contact 100 countries  
the first time, using up to 500 watts! 

I used as my “ruler,” the DX Century Club “DXCC”, 
where you contact 100 different countries. 

Finally, in 2011, I contacted 116 
countries in one weekend, using 
5 watts!   

Then in 2003, I contacted 100 countries in one weekend,  
using 1,000 watts. 

I skipped over “Low Power” of 
100 watts, and went down to 5 
watts. 



Alternate Views: 

• Life is too short for low power! 

• All knobs to “11” 

• Loud is good. Louder is better! 



Because it was during a Radio Contest! 
 

Why did I say I worked 100 countries  
“in one weekend?” 

 
 

Radio Contests are a FAST way to work lots of stations,  
new countries, and get your fill of radio operating. 

The biggest radio contest, the CQ World Wide DX Contest has over 
12,000 stations on the air, with everybody able to contact everybody, 
but especially looking for new countries and new “Zones.” 



Here’s station C6ARW in the Bahamas in a contest. 
He gives them a signal report (always 59) and his 
zone number 08, e.g. “59 08.” 
He puts in his computer log: their callsign, the 59 
report and their zone:  
   UA3RAW Tambov, RUSSIA  

(59 16) 
UC7A = Krasnodarsky, RUSSIA 
(59 16) 
IW5AB = Montecatini, ITALY 
(59 15) 
9A8M = Miholojac, CROATIA 
(59 15) 
    … 



But, if Radio Contests don’t sound interesting: 

Find an aspect of Amateur Radio that sounds 
interesting, or fun, or challenging - and try it. 

…if you stop enjoying it, take a break or 
try something else. 



If you don’t have room for antennas,  
or radio equipment: 

• Does your local radio club have a club station? 

• Are there local club members who can use your  

help maintaining and operating their station? 

• Try “Remote” operating like remotehams.com and     

  remotehamradio.com 

 

 



In 2014, I setup my station in Washington  
for remote operation: 

• It was “easy”, just a 

few extra wires! 

 

• I learned a lot about 

“reliable”, 

“automatic”  

    and “foolproof.” 

 

 

But now I can operate from anywhere with 

a laptop and internet connection. 



Why we need “Remote operating.”  
High-rise living – the Fantasy: 

 
Outside view 

Inside view 



Why we need “Remote operating.” 
High-rise living – the Reality: 

 

Outside view 

Inside view 



A complete “Remote Operating” setup. 
(Internet and power grid not shown.) 



But, if Remote Operating doesn’t sound interesting: 

Find an aspect of Amateur Radio that sounds 
interesting, or fun, or challenging - and try it. 

…if you stop enjoying it,  
take a break or try something else. 

The 2015 San Francisco  
 2 Meter FM QSO Party  
  Saturday, August 29th 

SFRC: TWO NEW REPEATERS 

…and you too will be Radio-Active!  Thank You! 


